We would like to welcome you to the 16th edition of the International
Diaspora Film Festival.
The Diaspora Film Festival provides a unique opportunity to experience
the cultural mosaic of the present world through the medium of cinema.
Our festival explores themes of migration, identity, and cultural
exchange, ideas acutely relevant in Canada, a country renowned for its
cultural diversity. The focus this year is on Coming of Age, timely stories
of diaspora from the voices of children and young adults.
The festival would not be possible without the support of our sponsors.
The Toronto Arts Council
The Consulate of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
World Association of Christian Communication (WACC)
Cinema Studies at the University of Toronto
Jackman Humanities Institute, Im/Migration, Mobilities, and Circulation
Toronto Film School
Shahrvand
NOW Magazine
Mezzetta

Pomegranate
And most importantly, many thanks to our volunteers, and of course,
you the audience.
We hope you enjoy the festival.

Shahram Tabe and Paul de Silva

Friday
4 November

Saturday
5 November

International Diaspora Film Festival 16
4 to 7 November 2016
Carlton Cinema, 20 Carlton St., Toronto, ON M5B 2H5
7:00 Around the World in 50 Concerts
Heddy Honigman, The Netherlands, 2015, 95 min
9:00 Enclave
Goran Radovanović, Germany/Serbia, 2015, 92 min
1:00 All Yours (Je Suis à Toi)

David Lambert, Canada/Belgium, 2014, 102 min
3:00 Shahrzaad's Tale
Shahin Parhami, Canada/Iran, 2015, 129 min
5:35 Marry Me
Neelesha Barthel, Germany, 2015, 90 min
Preceded by: Chay, Charlotte A.Rolfes, Germany, 2015, 8min
7:30 Sonita
Rokhsareh Ghaem-maghami, Iran, 2016, 90 min
Preceded by: Seeds of the Past, Aisha Jamal, Canada, 2016, 7 min
9:15 Soy Nero
Rafi Pitts, USA, 2016, 117 min

Sunday
6 November

1:00 Highway to Hellas
Aron Lehmann, Germany, 2015, 89 min
Preceded by: Roj Means Sun, Mahsa Razavi, Canada, 2016, 18 min
3:00 Narcissus (Aziz Rouhou)
Sonia Chamkhi, Tunisia, 2016, 90 min
Preceded by: Forsaken, Salar Pashtoonyar, Canada, 2016, 8 min
5:00 Under the Shadow
Babak Anvari, UK, 2016, 84 min
Preceded by: The Silence, Farnoosh Samadi , Ali Asgari, Italy/France,
2016, 15 min

Monday
7 November

7:00 Junction 48
Udi Aloni, Israel, 2016, 96 min
7:00 Discussion Panel: Borders, Diaspora, and Legal Ghosts
Preceded by: Our Lives in Transit, Sofia Olins, UK/Spain, 2015, 31
min. Free admission, Innis Town Hall, 2 Sussex Ave.
Carlton Cinema, 20 Carlton St. (Subway College)
Admission: $15 Regular/$12 Students and Seniors. Festival Pass: $75
15% discount online purchase until 31 October 2016
www.diasporafilmfest.com
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ALL YOURS (JE SUIS À TOI)
David Lambert, Belgium/Canada, 102 min, 2014, in English, French, and Spanish with English subtitles
Toronto Premiere
Winner, Karlovy Vary Film Festival 2014, Best Actor; Milan Lesbian and Gay Film Festival 2015: Best Film; Queer Lisbon Film
Festival 2015: Best Actor.

Young Argentine Lucas arrives in a small Belgian town to visit gay bakery owner Henry, who fell in love
with him over the internet; Lucas strutted his erotic stuff online in the hope of securing a better future
for himself. Henry buys him a plane ticket to Europe, expecting that, in return, Lucas will not only share
his bed but also help out at the bakery. However, their ideas about living together differ greatly. On top
of that, Lucas gets to know a Canadian woman named Audrey and her son Jeff.

David Lambert
A graduate of the University of Liège, David Lambert started his career as
screenwriter on the children’s series Ici Blabla. His first short film as director, Vivre
encore un peu, was shown in film festivals around the world and won many prizes.
His first full-length feature Beyond the Walls won the Grand Rail d'Or during Critics
Week at Cannes 2012.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 50 CONCERTS
Heddy Honigmann, The Netherlands, 2015, 95 min, in Dutch and English with English Subtitles
Opening film, International Diaspora Film Festival 2016

To celebrate its 125th anniversary Amsterdam’s Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra tours the whole world:
50 concerts spread over 6 continents. Unbounded passion and love for music brings musicians and
concert goers together. Documentary maker Heddy Honigmann lands with the orchestra in Buenos
Aires, Soweto and St Petersburg and shows how the ensemble succeeds in gaining the hearts of people
with a different cultural background. A journey to the kernel and the power of music which knows how
to touch unexpected emotions and which helps to overcome the pain of living.

Heddy Honigmann
One of the most prominent documentary makers in the world, Heddy
Honigmann is the daughter of Polish Holocaust survivors. She was born in
Lima, Peru in 1951. She studied cinema in Italy and moved to The
Netherlands in 1978. The plight of exiles and immigrants is the common
theme of her films. She is well-known for O Amur Natural (1996), Crazy
(1999), Forever (2006), and El Olvido (2008). El Olvido (Oblivion) was
screened at Diaspora Film Festival.
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CHAY
Charlotte Rolfes, Germany, 2015, 8 min, no dialogue
Winner, First Prize, Short Films Against Racism Festival, Madrid, Spain
North American Premiere

An Iranian family mourns the loss of the father who was murdered by right winged extremists. Ali, his
son, flees into hatred and revenge phantasies, instead of taking care of his mother and siblings.
Nevertheless, the bond between son and father is strong enough to save him at a crucial moment.

Charlotte Rolfes

Born in 1987, Charlotte Rolfes completed her degree in directing at
International Film School Cologne. She has completed five short films.
Chay is her latest work.
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ENCLAVE
Goran Radovanović, Germany/Serbia, 2015, 92min, in German, Serbian, and Albanian with English Subtitles
Toronto Premiere
Winner, Moscow International Film Festival 2016: Audience Award; International Independent Film Award 2016: Best Feature,
Serbia’s entry for the 2017 Oscars

Ten years after the war in Kosovo: 10-year-old Nenad lives together with his father and his sick
grandfather in a small Serbian enclave. Every day, Nenad is driven by a military vehicle from his father’s
farm to school, where he is now the only student. His great desire to play with other children seems
unattainable. Again and again, he sees two boys his age through the slots of the armored vehicle. And
he encounters the 13-year-old Albanian shepherd boy Bashkim, who lost his father in the war and hates
the Serbs.

Goran Radovanović
Born in Belgrade in 1957, Goran Radovanović graduated in art history from
Belgrade’s Faculty of Philosophy in 1982. He has made several feature and
documentary films. He is a member of the European Film Academy, Berlin
and Film Artists Association of Serbia. He currently works as guest professor
at EICTV (International Film and Television School),San Antonio de los Banos,
Cuba.
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FORSAKEN
Salar Pashtoonyar, Canada, 2016, 9 min, in Arabic with English Subtitles
Toronto Premiere

After escaping with his life and living in exile for years in Canada, Karim finally convinces his estranged
son Mahmoud to visit him from Iraq. Upon Mahmoud’s arrival nothing goes as planned and things take a
turn for the worse when ISIS attacks Iraq and Mahmoud can’t get a hold of his mother. Karim soon
realizes that he shoud tell Mahmoud the true reason for escaping and leaving his family behind.

Salar Pashtoonyar
Salar Pashtoonyar is an Afghan-Canadian; Toronto based writer, director and
producer. He graduated from Toronto Film School (Film Production) in 2014
and works as an executive assistant to Oscar nominated director Deepa
Mehta. His short Hope was awarded Best Local Film at 10th Toronto Urban
Film Festival.
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HIGHWAY TO HELLAS
Aron Lehmann, Germany, 2015, 89 min, in German and Greek with English Subtitles
North American Premiere
Winner, Pusan International Film Festival 2015: Busan Bank Award.

The Germans are coming! To snoop around and control the Greeks; because they are - as always - under
suspicion of lying and cheating. With good reason! Joerg Geissner, employee of the Munich AVA bank,
arrives on the Greek island Paladiki to check a loan granted some years ago. He has the suspicion that
the hospital and power station set as collateral do not exist at all. But the Greeks aren't foolish:
Geissner, constantly accompanied by German-Greek Panos, a clever gigolo who ensures that Geissner
won't be too fast with his investigations, shall come and prove that there are no collaterals at all. An
odyssey begins for the bank employee, him against the rest of the island. But the more Geissner gets to
know about Paladiki's people, the more he becomes aware of the significance of his own role: The result
of his visit will settle the future of the island. So Geissner has to ask himself to whom he really feels
responsible - the bank or the people of Paladiki.

Aron Lehmann
Aron Lehmann was born in Wuppertal in 1981. He worked for several television
production companies from 2003-2005 before starting his studies in Film Directing
at the “Konrad Wolf” University of Television and Film in Potsdam-Babelsberg. His
films include: lied (short, 2006), So G'sell So (short, 2007), liebe gemeinde (short,
2008), gerhold selle – rentner (short doc, 2009), mondwärts (short, 2010), and his
graduation film kohlhaas or the proportionality of means (2012).
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JUNCTION 48
Udi Aloni, Israel/Germany, 95 min, 2016, in Arabic and Hebrew with English subtitles
Canadian Premiere
Winner, Berlin FF 2016: Audience Award; Tribeca FF 2016: Jury Award; Israeli Film Academy: Best Music, Best Sound, Best
Actor; Art Film Slovakia: Best Film, Best Actor

Kareem, a young Palestinian musician, spends his days wandering aimlessly between casual
office jobs and hanging out with his drug dealing mates. When a car accident kills his father and
confines his mother to a wheelchair he finds refuge in the world of hip hop. At a concert his
girlfriend Manar’s lyrics incite an attack from racist Jewish rappers and, in his neighbourhood,
the government threatens to pull down a friend’s house. Kareem and Manar decide to use their
songs to fight against the oppression of Israeli society as well as the violence that exists within
their own conservative community for, dominated by a patriarchal sense of honour, this is a
community that poses a threat to their bid for an independent life.
The lead role is played by Tamer Nafar, the charismatic frontman of DAM, the first Palestinian
rap band. He and Israeli director Udi Adoni have joined forces to transform his personal
experiences into the voice of a new generation of young Arabs. This is a voice that is full of
energetic hope for equal rights and a peaceful coexistence.
Udi Aloni
Udi Aloni is an Israeli and American filmmaker and writer whose work frequently
explores the interrelationships between art, theory, and activism. He is the
author of What Does a Jew Want? On Binationalism and Other Specters. Aloni
has mentored young actors from one of the harshest refugee camps in Palestine.
Aloni's work has been praised by the world's leading thinkers, among them
Slavoj Žižek, Tony Kushner, and Naomi Klein.
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MARRY ME!
Neelesha Barthel, Germany, 2015, 94 min, in German, English, Hindi, Turkish with English Subtitles
Canadian Premiere

A culture clash comedy
Kissy, a German-Indian woman in her late twenties, happily living with her seven-year-old daughter
Meena in Berlin, oversees a building of rented apartments in Berlin-Kreuzberg, which has seen better
days but not lost any of its charm. In the same house, she also runs her cozy Café Devi. And everything is
just tickety-boo, if it were not for her mega traditional grandmother, who has travelled all the way from
India to Germany with the express intention of ensuring that Kissy is married to her daughter’s father,
otherwise the building, along with the café, will be sold! What granny does not know, nor should she
find out, is that Kissy and Robert have long since gone their own separate ways. Kissy, now out of
options, persuades her ex to play the game. But Granny does not accept a simple, civil wedding! It
absolutely has to be a traditional Indian one.

Neelesha Barthel
Neelesha Barthel was born in 1977 in Potsdam, Germany. She is an actress and
director, best known for her performances in Pandorum (2009) and Samsara
(2001). Clash between cultural values and individual lifestyles is a theme she likes
to explore as a writer and as a filmmaker.
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NARCISSUS (AZIZ ROUHOU)
Sonia Chamkhi, Tunisia, 2016, 90 min, in Arabic and French with English Subtitles
Winner, Best First Film, African Film Festival 2016; Grand Prix, International Women’s Film Festival, Florence 2016
North American Premiere

Hind, a young thirty-year-old actress, plays in a play directed by her husband Taoufik. The play is based
upon the tragic real-life experience of Hind and that of her younger brother Mehdi, a famous gay singer.
While Mehdi is torn between his secret love affair and the perspective of getting married, Hind decides
to face her present and to reveal the secrets of her past kept in the dark.

Sonia Chamkhi
A writer, director, and university professor, Sonia Chamkhi has made several
documentary and TV productions. Her films have received several prizes from
international film festivals around the world. Narcissus is her first fiction.
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ROJ MEANS SUN
Mahsa Razavi, Canada, 2016, 18 min, in Kurdish with English Subtitles
North American Premiere

Rojin, a Kurdish- Canadian girl battles both her mother and her mother tongue, as she grieves the recent
death of her father, killed in a battle in the Shingal Mountains, Iraqi Kurdistan.

Mahsa Razavi
Mahsa Razavi was born in Iran in 1983. She graduated from the University of
Tehran and York University with a BA in Communication and MFA in Film
Production. She has made several short films and has participated in other
productions as writer, producer, and editor.
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SEEDS OF THE PAST
Aisha Jamal, Canada, 2016, 7 min, in English and Pashtun with English Subtitles
Toronto Premiere

Influenced by their love of the gardens of Afghanistan, the Jamals have turned the backyard of their
Canadian home into a vibrant link to their past. Through their love of gardening and nostalgia for their
homeland they have created a beautiful oasis, where each flower and shrub evokes a memory; a
closeness to history, family, childhood and homeland.

Aisha Jamal
Born in Kandahar, Afghanistan, Aisha Jamal is a Toronto-based filmmaker and
academic. She has a PhD in German cinema and currently teaches Film at Sheridan
College, while working on film projects.
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SHAHRZAAD’S TALE
Shahin Parhami, Canada/Iran/South Korea, 2015, 129 min, In Farsi with English Subtitles
Toronto Premiere
Official Selection, Busan International Film Festival 2015; Fribourg International Film Festival 2016; Jihlava International
Documentary Film Festival 2015; Montreal World Film Festival 2016; San Francisco Iranian Film Festival 2016; In Competition:
Asia Pacific Screen Award.

Shahrzaad’s Tale is a story of a lost era and a forgotten star of pre-revolutionary Iranian cinema.
Shahrzaad is the pseudonym of an early 60s popular Iranian actor, also a published writer/poet and
Iran's first female filmmaker. She saw her fortunes plummet dramatically after the Revolution of 1979.
Today after more than 30 years of being out of work, in her late sixties, Shahrzaad is sadly homeless. A
tale of an incredible female artist caught in three decades of political turmoil in the cultural landscape of
contemporary Iran.

Shahin Parhami
Born in Shiraz, Iran. After his arrival in Canada in 1988, along with contributions of
his poetry and essays to local cultural/art journals, he pursued film studies and
production, first at Ottawa’s Carleton University and later at Concordia University in
Montreal. He has directed several award-winning short and feature films which
have been screened in festivals, art galleries, and universities around the world.
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THE SILENCE
Farnoosh Samadi and Ali Asghari, Italy/France, 2016, 15 min, in Italian and Kurdish with English Subtitles
Canadian Premiere
Nominated for Best Short Film, Cannes Film Festival 2016.

Fatma and her mother are Kurdish refugees in Italy.
On their visit to the doctor, Fatma has to translate what the doctor says to her mother but she remains
silent.

Farnoosh Samadi, Ali Asghari
Farnoosh Samadi was born in Iran and graduated from the Fine
Arts Academy in Rome. She started her career as a filmmaker at
the Iranian Youth Cinema Society and after that she made
several video installations. Ali Asgari was born in Iran and
graduated with a degree in cinema in Italy and began his career as
an assistant director. He's an alumnus of the Berlinale Talent
Campus 2013.
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SONITA
Rokhsareh Ghaem-Maghami, Iran/Germany, 90 min, 2015, in Farsi and English with English subtitles
Winner, Sundance Film Festival 2016: Grand Jury Prize, Audience Award; Sarasota Doc Film Festival 2016: Audience Award;
Portland International Film Festival 2016: Audience Award; Montclair Film Festival 2016: Special Jury Prize, Audience Award;
East End Film Festival 2016: Best Documentary; Amsterdam International Film Festival: Doc U! Award, Audience Award.

Sonita, an 18-year old Afghan refugee in Iran, captures her dream of being a famous rapper in her
scrapbook. For the time being, her only fans are the other teenage girls in a Tehran shelter. There,
Sonita, a refugee from Afghanistan, gets counseling for the traumas she has suffered and guidance in
shaping her future. Her family has a very different future planned for her: as a bride she's worth $9,000.
What's more, women aren't allowed to sing in Iran. How can Sonita still succeed in making her dreams
come true?
Director Rokhsareh Ghaem-Maghami ends up personally involved in answering that question, reigniting
the discussion as to how documentary makers should relate to their subjects. This is just one of the
many unexpected twists in an exciting journey replete with the setbacks and successes of a young
woman looking for her own path. The film's core consists of Sonita artistically arguing against the
disastrous forced marriage practices that obstruct her freedom in an impressive, dramatic rap video.

Rokhsareh Ghaem-Maghami
Rokhsareh Ghaem Maghami studied filmmaking and animation in Tehran Art
University. Her research on animated documentary resulted in writing a book
“Animated Documentary, a New Way to Express”. She has made 6 documentaries
and won more than 20 international awards. Cyanosis (2007) and Going up the
Stairs (2011) have a wide international exposure.
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SOY NERO
Rafi Pitts, USA, 2016, 120 min, in English and Spanish with English Subtitles
Toronto Premiere
Winner, Bucharest FF 2016: Festival Prize; Nominated, Berlin FF 2016: Golden Bear, Amnesty International

Nero is a 19-year-old deported Mexican. After several attempts, he finally manages to return to his
hometown, Los Angeles, to find his older brother Jesus. When Nero realizes that as an illegal immigrant,
his chances of leading a regular life will not be easy he decides to enlist in the US Army as a “Green Card
Soldier”, a short cut to citizenship. Although it soon becomes clear that while a soldier fights for a
nation, the Green Card Soldier, Nero, fights to obtain his identity… SOY NERO.

Rafi Pitts
The Iranian filmmaker Rafi Pitts has attained acclaim and awards around the globe.
His first feature, The Fifth Season premiered in Venice. In 2004 the Seattle
International Film Festival honored Pitts with the Emerging Masters Award for his
work. Born in 1967 in Iran, Pitts fled the country in 1981 during the Iran-Iraq war
and moved to Britain. In the 90s Pitts moved to Paris and worked on films by Leos
Carax, Jacques Doillon and Jean-Luc Godard.
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UNDER THE SHADOW
Babak Anvari, UK/Iran, 84 min, 2016, in Farsi with English Subtitles
Winner, Athens FF: Best Screenplay; Sundance Film Festival: World Premiere; Official British entry for the Oscars.

Tehran, 1988: the Iran-Iraq war rumbles into its eighth year. The bombing campaigns focused on the
city, coupled with the country’s bloody revolution, slowly tear a mother and daughter apart. As they
struggle to stay together in the midst of these modern terrors, a mysterious evil stalks their apartment,
threatening their grip on reality.

Babak Anvari
Babak Anvari is a BAFTA nominated, award winning filmmaker based in London. He has
worked for MTV UK and Ireland as one of the directors of MTV live sessions and
directed live performances for renowned artists such as Lady Gaga and Florence & The
Machine among others. He’s also known for his short Two & Two (2011).
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BORDERS, DIASPORA, AND LEGAL GHOSTS
Panel discussion and film screening
In collaboration with The Jackman Humanities Institute Working Group on Im/Migration, Mobilities and Circulation

Our Lives in Transit
Sofia Olins, UK/Spain, 2015, 31 min, in Spanish with English Subtitles
Canadian Premiere

Despite living in the Dominican Republic all their lives, Dominicans of Haitian Descent face daily
discrimination, sometimes violent, because their parents or grandparents were born in next door Haiti,
but mainly because they are black. A recent controversial law paved the road for deportation of these
people. Rosa Iris, a young and determined lawyer is among them. We experience a year in her life as she
fights for the rights of her community.
This story of migration and nationality, rejection and belonging resonates with people all over the world.
Identity and integration have never been so relevant, as we face a global crisis over who has the right to
live where, how communities form and who we are.
Panel
Moderator:


Laura Bisaillon, UTSC Health Studies and Anthropology

Panelists:





Idil Atak, Criminology, Ryerson University
Kass Banning, FAS Cinema Studies Institute
Donna Gabaccia, UTSC Historical & Cultural Studies
Aisha Jamal, Documentary film-maker, Sheridan College
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